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Cheer up, it may never happen!



final frontier

One-Eyed Jill used to have a beat-up guitar she brought 
from the Old Country, back before the war. In down 
periods on the factory floor, when there wasn’t enough 
juice to run the conveyor, she'd mournfully pick out 
half-forgotten folk ditties and get all nostalgic, crack-
ing wise to try and mask the bitterness and sorrow; 
failing. She wasn’t much of a player, but we took what 
we could get. Even bad music can help a little bit when 
you're huddled in the cold dark with monsters.

the campfire general

Gradually the mountains gave way to low, scrubby hills, the 
hills to glittering plains where the shards of photovoltaics 
crunched underfoot. During the day we trudged in silence, 
accompanied only by bootsteps and the rasping of our breath 
as we scanned the horizon nervously for signs of life — or 
death. With the night came other noises, of scuttling and 
buzzing and slithering. We never saw what made them, but 
they seeped into our dreams, took on dark and threatening 
forms. I can hear them even now, when I close my eyes, and 
smell the sweat and suppuration, and taste the bad coffee and 
bad jerky and bad blood.



a child of the salt

Down and down I went, spiraling into the chill, abandoned 
workings, knowing by then it was a fool’s errand but not 
having the imagination to stop. Somewhere far above, 
General Aileron strutted and bullied and preened; and in the 
arid, crystal blackness there was at least a little consolation 
to be found in being away from that. Time crept by un-
clocked, but it might have been two days past the last hints 
of sunlight when I heard the cries. At first I just assumed 
they were my own.

the celebrants

On the morning of the wedding, the whole town gathered 
in the square. There were just a handful of families left by 
then, and our festive finery was tattered and worn, but our 
hearts were full of joy. We robed Elena, the blushing bride, 
in lacy white and danced her around and around, waving 
the scrubby weeds that were all the dry rock would bear 
as if they were the richest garlands. And though Elena was 
nervous, as a bride should be, and wept and wrestled to get 
away, we shushed her and held on tight. Then we carried 
her up to the Edge.



nobody said it would be easy

Back when there were enough people in these parts for some 
of them to be locking up others, this was where they did it. It 
was harsh country and they were harsh folk, nowhere more 
so than in their prison. The place was notorious for its impla-
cable cruelty. If you wound up here, that was it. Nobody ever 
got out. If you were lucky you died quick, but nobody was 
lucky either.

Still, that was a long time ago. Time hasn’t been any kinder 
to these walls than they were to their charges. And they were 
built to stop people getting out. After all, who would be stu-
pid enough to go the other way?

the price of everything

Gentle waves lap at the beach, driven by a light sea breeze 
to wash the glassy sand up and down in slow, aimless swirls. 
There are particles glittering there in the late sun, tiny flakes of 
something shiny that might be mica, but isn’t. It’s a scene that 
cries out for a decaying giant statue, half-submerged, and the 
returned astronaut on his knees in the surf cursing its revela-
tion. But of course there is nothing like that. Just wind, and 
sand, and light. If there ever was a story here, not even the 
rocks remember it.



what we’re fighting for

So.

Now that only we few tattered remnants are left to eke out 
the last stages of a terminal decline. Now that we must 
grudgingly admit there is no chance of “victory” for either 
side, and nothing to be won if there were. Now that we have 
long since lost the luxury of cleaving to principles and be-
liefs. Now. Here. At the very threshold of extinction.

Is this, at last, the moment of clarity, where it all finally 
makes sense? Does hindsight bequeath a shape to all this, to 
all that’s happened and all we’ve done, a narrative that we 
can look upon and comprehend? And say:

“Yes. That is why. There was, after all, a reason. Yes. It was 
worth it.”

I ask only for information.



the windlass

Some evenings I hike down to look at The Lock. It hasn’t 
been opened in my lifetime, and where the few dregs of flux 
seep through they are thin and stagnant. Yet it stands as a 
monument to its old power, a relic of a bygone age of ambi-
tion and achievement and engineered magnificence. An age 
of possibility, which is so hard to imagine now. You could go 
somewhere, back then; there was somewhere to go.

A few old men gather in its long shadow, sometimes, like 
mournful ghosts drawn back to places that had meaning 
when they were alive. And I guess I’m one of them, though I 
never saw it working, never saw those wheels turn. Probably 
neither did they.

I know it feels as if the end is nigh, but I’ve come to realise 
that’s just an illusion. Ending would be a change, and noth-
ing changes anymore.

something fell

Last I heard, we were classifying the enemy into six basic 
types. There are many indicators, some obvious, some less so; 
some conclusive, some merely suggestive. It's an uncertain 
business, more of an art than a science. I’ve seen individuals 
with contradictory markers — even my friends, sometimes. 
You have to keep a steady lookout, you have to remain alert, 
always. They can seem so nice, so innocent. You think: why 
can’t we live and let live?

Be serious.

They are the enemy. All six types, all the myriad subtypes. Pay 
no attention to their smiles, their gentle humour, their kindness. 
Friendship is just a fraction of what’s on the line here. Observe 
the indicators. Remember what’s at stake. When you shoot the 
motherfuckers through the face you’ll know why we can’t live 
and let live.



entropy for beginners

The old man used to hoard clocks; not an easy task when 
so few instruments of such complexity remain, let alone 
in working order. Over the years he gathered hundreds, 
which may even have been all the clocks in the world, 
and locked them up in his Keep, away from prying eyes. 
He would roam the halls night and day, carefully wind-
ing each one, and there were so many that some always 
wound down again before he finished his rounds. Perhaps 
he imagined that by so jealously guarding the last ticks 
and tocks of measured time, he could stop it from running 
out.

the value of nothing

Some of the screens are still working, sort of, casting their 
sickly light across the wreckage of the huge office. Occa-
sionally their mute haze will coalesce into flickery glimpses 
of emptiness and ruined places — whether relayed from 
the present or recorded eons past, there is no way of know-
ing — or as the dark, indecipherable hieroglyphs of long lost 
transactions. There has been no energy here for many years, 
no ebb and flow of wealth and power, but somehow a few 
screens shine on, stubbornly, as if out of habit. As if the act 
of failing would take more effort than just keeping going.



happy days

How many hours of sunlight did you see today? Was it 
always so few?

n

I remember long days and balmy nights. The scent of 
eucalyptus, the calls of songbirds. We ate real food and 
sang real songs.

I remember short days, bitter winds and ice. The for-
est echoed with the lonely hoots of owls and wolves 
prowled the long dark. We drank foul liquor to still the 
aching emptiness of our bellies and cowered in stinking 
tents, weeping.

I remember days of plenty, and days of need. Days of 
sorrow and nights of joy. Grey skies and blue. Nothing 
holding me when I held you.

These aren’t my memories, but I cling to them anyway. 
Even the bad ones. Heartbreak and torment, weariness 
and death. Even the thinnest recollections of another 
person’s ancient stinging defeat have more substance 
and detail than any actual life now.

We have always lived at the bitter end, spending our 
interminable existences gazing wistfully back at long-
gone and barely-remembered ages of change, of prog-
ress, of hope. Nostalgic for a future that’s all in the past.

It’s over. Everything is over. It’s been over for so long. 
Why can’t it just fucking stop?
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